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Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Iris Society
2021 Calendar
Monthly meetings have been
suspended until it is safe to gather in
person. We gather on Zoom at 7 pm
Regular Meeting/Zoom
Regular Meeting
Friday, February 19. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:00 p.m.
Program TBA
Refreshments
Do it yourself Regular Meeting/Zoom

Velvet Valentine, Tasco, 2015
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From The Prez

Regular Meeting/Zoom
Regular Meeting
Friday, March 19. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:00 p.m.
Median Iris
Debbie Strauss
Refreshments
Do it yourself Regular Meeting/Zoom
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am excitedly waiting for the spring bloom. February has seen lots
of new growth in the garden and several rebloomer have sent up stalks
to herald the Spring. I did put straw in a small bed of 20 TBs and then
burned it in late January to see if I could hold back the weeds which seemed more
prevalent than usual this year. Although the iris had lots of burn damage to the
leaves, they have sent up new growth and the weeds are completely gone in the
burned areas. Small patches that did not burn so well are full of weeds and bugs. I
will try burning on a grander scale this year to avoid the use of chemicals and elbow
grease to rid the garden of noxious weeds. Leaf spot in the burned areas seems
minimal so far and I am hoping that this will work.
Karin and I never imagined that we would have so many iris when we first
started “collecting” them. Fred and Karen Valentines initial gift of 20 or so
rhizomes started us off and we now have more than 500. My lathe house is now
full of potted seeds from our hybridizing and from seeds we bought from Aril
Society International and Species Iris Group of North America. Both of these
societies have very reasonable prices for their seeds and offer many exotic native
and hybridized types. The only downside is the time it takes for them to grow
and throw out the first bloom.
The pandemic vaccine is now available and I hope that things will start getting
back to normal within the next few months. I have no idea what the new “normal”
will be, but I have high hopes that we can resume our friendships before summer.
Stay safe! See you at the Zoom meeting! % Craig

Virtual Meeting
night! Dream up
your meal to go with
the meeting.
February Birthdays
Craig Tarr
Feb 2
Karin Tarr
Feb 8
Rilely Probst
Feb 11
Gail Christen
Feb 20
Pat Lindstrom
Feb 23

ith climate change making itself known in
graphic detail. Last year we noted in this column
that we hit a dry spell with no rain during all of
February to well into mid-March. Then the rains came in
what we have to get used to—rains come in deluges and
move on. We had one about two weeks ago and then some
lighter rain in the days since then. Now the soil is quite wet
and depending on your planting method you can’t “walk”
in a bed planted last summer but can do so in my two year
beds since this clay soil compacts when it dries out. The
point of all the above is that the most important thing is to
FERTILIZE your irises NOW as the new growth is beginning in earnest. Your bloom will be much more intense
in color, stalks often taller, larger and more firm to stand
up better to the elements. Your growth will be larger and
transplant better in the summer.
We use a balanced fertilizer such as 10–10–10, 12–12–12,
triple 15, whatever is cheapest. We also use it on the roses
and other plants. We get ours at farm supply store which is
cheap but you have to buy the sack of 50 pounds. Ideally
you scatter it around a plant just before a rain which works
it into the soil. But usually the soil is wet enough that I
scratch it in with a small 4-prong fork hoe and it pretty
breaks down as if watered in. My Bay St. beds are like 25 x
20 ft. and won’t be able to walk into the first year planted
beds. So I will have to walk on the outside and throw the
fertilizer into them. I’ve done this before it worked.
Another problem that seems to be happening again this
year is poor seed germination. This also happened last year
and I left that seed bed in place and not a single germination has shown in it yet. Again we had a very mild winter.
Frustrating since there are many I looked forward to
seeing what they produced. In Santa Cruz tomato plants
weren’t killed by the frost since we pretty much didn’t have
any frost.
Also we had some days with strong winds as never really
experienced before. In these winds my barn walls separated from the frame which often buckled and cracked or
broke. I don’t know what I’m going to do about it. Such is
the new world (in many ways) we now live in. % Joe
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Door Prize Irises
They are being handled differently this year due the changed
world we’re in. The surplus Door Prize irises for 2019 were
left in place or replanted since we had no picnic drawing/sale
last year. So everyone who attends a ZOOM meeting and last
thru most of it will be getting one of these irises chosen at
random for each meeting attended. We also did take advantage of the Mid-America end of season sale where we got 20,
2020 TB introductions for $300. If we have a Picnic this year
we will sell them there.
Velvet Valentine, Tasco, 2015
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AIS Awards
Because of the ongoing COVID crisis, the American Iris
Society reluctantly decided early in 2020 not to have an
Awards vote that spring.
We knew that there would be negative impacts in multiple
areas; however, encouraging garden visits at that time was
clearly the wrong thing to do. We now have a plan for how to
handle the voting for 2021 and into the future.
Every iris will still get its three (3) years on the ballot at each
level: Honorable Mention, Award of Merit, Special Medal
and Dykes Medal. However, because the HM ballot will
now have four (4) years of introductions rather than three
(3), it will grow from large to huge, and this bulge will work
its way through the AM and the Special Medals over the
years. We do not see any reasonable alternatives.
Every iris will still have the same chance of winning an HM
or an AM as it would have if we had voted in 2020 (the
10% number will remain), but the timing will be somewhat
delayed unavoidably, since the winners will be spread out
over the next few years.
The situation is different for the Dykes Medal and the
Special Medals for each class since they have a fixed number
of winners, rather than a percentage of the candidates.
If nothing special were done, then there would be fewer
winners of them. Since many members of the public base
their buying on AIS Awards, this would hurt everyonehybridizers, nurseries, and the public alike. Therefore, the
AIS Board voted to double the number of Special Medals in
each class for 2021.
Judges will be able to vote for six (6) irises for the Wister
Medal, and two (2) for each of the other iris classes, and
there will be double the usual numbers of winners. This will
be made clear both on-line and on the paper ballot. This is a
one-time-only change to voting. In 2022, it will go back to
three (3) Wister Medals and one of each of the other special
medals. Because it takes a while for the anomaly to work its
way through the voting system, it will not be until 2025 that
all of the eligibility years return to normal.
These changes are painful, but we could not see better
options.
Gerry Snyder
(retiring) Awards Chair

DUES ARE DUE
Single dues are $10 Two or more at the same address, $15.
Add $10 if you want the newsletter by mail. Please pay at the
meeting or send to our treasurer, Larissa Daniel, 520 San
Miguel Rd., Watsonville CA. Phone: 831 724-9162.
Iris photos:
Top: Valentino, Painter, 2007
Center: Valentine Passion, Nichols, 2013, LA
Bottom: Velvet Valentine, Tasco, 2015
Bay News, February 2021

Jim Cummins
Rilely Probst
Riley Probst
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2021
iris reblooming

Everyone’s favorite, Tea Leaves, Byers, 1987

Riley Probst

Iris photos page 4:
Top left: Artistic Showoff, Wilkerson 2010
Top right: Autumn Shower, Lockatell, 2019
Center left: Purple Magic, D. Spoon, 1995

Riley Probst
Riley Probst
Riley Probst
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Center right: Double Dare, Lockatell, 2014, BB
Bottom left: Azure Reprise, Moores, 1999
Bottom right: Lunar Whitewash, Innest, 2003
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Riley Probst
Riley Probst
Riley Probst
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Photos:
Top left: Autumn Circus, Hager, 1990
Above: Sun Dance, Tasco, 2018, AB
Center left, Boundless, M. Sutton 2009
Bottom left: Autumn Tryst, Weiler, 1993
Bottom right: Lilting, Byers, 1990
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Riley Probst
Mikey Lango
Mikey Lango
Riely Probst
Jim Cummins
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Cantina, Byers, 1990

Seedling 13-1-c, J. Cummins
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Riley Probst Corn Dance D. Spoon, 2008

Riley Probst

Jim Cummins
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